Regarding overt hypothyroidism, we identified one study that documented a deficit in verbal memory that improved with levothyroxine therapy, suggesting that this deficit is reversible. 1 Another study found a decrease in memory retrieval in individuals with hypothyroidism. Long-term treated hypothyroidism was not associated with impaired cognitive function or depressed mood in old age. 2 Concerning subclinical hypothyroidism, numerous studies have failed to find any decrease in cognitive domains. 3 However, some limitations of these studies were the use of insensitive cognitive tests, small sample sizes, and heterogeneous participants. Some studies reported increased anxiety or depression. 4, 5 Positive studies tended to show deficits in executive function or memory (see table) , with improvement following treatment with levothyroxine.
Hashimoto's encephalopathy, which is related to Hashimoto's thyroiditis and is most often characterized by a sub-acute onset of confusion, altered levels of consciousness and seizures, was considered. However, the patient's lack of sensory disturbance and the insidious evolution suggested against HE. Furthermore, patients with HE generally have normal thyroid function and improve with corticoids. As this patient improved with levothyroxine, we decided against administering corticoids.
We could not rule out epilepsy, a disorder that could have been related to the encephalomalacia and could have explained the seizures and some of the psychiatric symptoms.
In conclusion, we wish to emphasize the importance of diagnosing reversible dementia syndrome. Hypothyroidism and severe neuropsychiatric symptoms: a rapid response to levothyroxine
